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Double-moment schemes with a constant shape parameter cannot describe the condensation process and the collision coalescence processes properly. Evolutions of cloud droplet spectra and raindrop spectra simulated with different current bulk microphysical schemes also showed big differences. The newly developed triple-moment scheme (IAP-LACS scheme) considered the variation of the shape parameters of water drop distributions by means of the radar reflectivities of cloud droplets and raindrops, respectively, during the condensation process and collision-coalescence processes. In order to evaluate the performance of our new scheme, we use large-eddy simulation in WRF to research the precipitation formation in Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) observation study with new triple-moment warm cloud scheme. This paper will show the simulation results for the microphysical characteristic, special for the evolution of warm raindrop size distribution in comparison with aircarft measurement. Our simulations show that our new triple-moment scheme can grasp the main characteristic of raindrop size distribution as observation and there must be difference existing in simulation results between new scheme and other microphysical bulk schemes.